In this work the author discusses the experimental consequences of the use of the color magnetism concept in nonrelativistic quark models of the nucleon and its resonances. It is found that recent prescriptions used by some authors to apply this model to calculate amplitudes for the photoproduction and electroproduction -of the A (1232) resonance do not give satisfactory agreement with well-established experimental results for the 7N -+ A or 7,N + A processes. Some of the reasons for the disagreement are considered and an alternative approach is suggested.
Introductiqn
The idea of color magnetism as an additional component of the quark-quark interaction, introduced by De Rtijula, Georgi and Glashow, ') implied the appearance of contact and tensor forces (hyperfine interaction) between quark pairs, leading to the possibility of having in the ground state baryons (e.g., nucleon, delta, etc.) instances of mixed symmetry states, as well as mixing of higher orbital angular momentum waves (P and D waves) in addition to the usual S waves. The former waves would also represent a deformation of the quark charge or mass distributions, which in the case of the nucleon and the A (1232) would imply a breaking of the spherical symmetry required by SU (6) . In--this paper, we will attempt to extract therexperimentally useable informa-. tion resulting from the predictions of the color magnetism models that involve D states, for the magnitudes and Q2 dependence of the multipole amplitudes, and to suggest ways to interpret the sources of the discrepancies with the accepted experimental values for these quantities.
The El+, Ml+ Multipoles and the E2/Ml Ratio in A Photoproduction
We begin our comparison with the E2/Ml ratio for photoproduction (Q2 = 0). On the other hand, for Ll+ and Sr+, they derived expressions of their own, starting from the longitudinal and scalar helicity amplitudes for zero photon helicity. This procedure leads to two separate ways of calculating Ll+: directly, from the "current" or longitudinal operator; and from the "charge" or scalar operator, by way of its current conservation relation to Sr+.
In the remainder of this section we will review the correct form of reproduc- In all cases the negative exponential dependence of the normalization coefficient effectively suppresses the multipoles at Q2 N 4[GeV/c12. This result applies to Ml+ as well (see fig. 4 ), and it could explain the observed reduction of the resonance peak with increasing Q2. As noted by Foster and Hughes, ') however, this decrease is faster than the expected dipole form factor. We note in passing that fig. 2 of B-M's paper displays an incorrectly plotted version of the Lr+i multipoles, as our fig. 2 shows.
The limited experimental data on the longitudinal (or scalar,) and electric quadrupole moments for electroproduction and photoproduction of the A make any comparison a very difficult task, because a clear distinction between the predictions of models and the measured quantities can be achieved only in some exceptional cases. However, the magnetic dipole Ml+ (and its derived quantities, the magnetic transition form factor Gh and the resonant inclusive transverse -cross section 0T,) plays a dominant role in the transition, to the extent that the data available for it at the resonant mass are quite accurate. lo) In fig. 3 we can see that, besides the difference at Q2 = 0 discussed earlier, substitution of Ml+ (calculated from the model in the same fashion as the other multipoles) in the well-known relation (1) leads to a ratio G~/GD that is very different from the experimentally observed one, with Ml+ taken as purely imaginary at resonance. In fact, not even an ,=--abproxim.ate dipole decrease is seen, but rather,:a peak at Q2 N 0.9 [GeV/c12, an . effect that implies growth of the resonance cross-section with increasing Q2. In fig. 8 we display the ratio &+/Ml+, with Ml+ computed following B-__ Rb-M's prescription, and using the same procedure as for fig. 5 . The experimental ;-points 14) at low Q2 seem to agree better with the latter. This work was supported by the Department of Energy.
APPENDIX
The notation followed in this paper adheres to the following conventions:
The photon four-vector is represented by q. In the laboratory system, Q = (qo,q) = (VI).
In the yN c.m. system (which is also the TN c.m. system or the A rest frame,) q = (qg, q*). Th e invariant quantity q2 = -Q2 is the photon invariant mass (E 0 for real photons).
Gershtein and Dzhikiya obtained the following expressions for the multipoles: Tables. 15) -_
The symbol CX, used as the "spring" constant for the oscillator, serves also as the fine structure constant in eq. (l), where I? is the width of the A. (e/a) e-1q'12/(6a2) (0.0966% 
